CoSN’s Driving K-12 Innovation initiative identifies key opportunities for innovation in K-12 spaces and enable awareness and action around them.

**Key**
- Advisory Board
- Driving K-12 Innovation Summit
- Publications
- Ad Board Survey
- Member Quotes

**97** Advisory Board Members

**165** Registrants for Driving K-12 Innovation Summit

**16** Countries
**29** States in U.S. Make up our Global Advisory Board

**318** posts in the Advisory Board Discussion Forum over approximately 9 weeks

**45** # of Ad Board members quoted in the publications

**9.5** out of 10 Average score of how likely it is that respondents would recommend the 2023 reports to a friend or colleague?

**4.9** out of 5 Average score of how valuable the respondents found the reports to be.

**What the Advisory Board Members have to say:**

“This provides my organization with a community-of-practice vetted document that helps define directions for us into the future. CoSN resources are held in high esteem.”

“The final report is an excellent guidance tool and one I have used for communication at the board and cabinet level for the organization. Being able to give more of a macro level perspective on some issues that affect the organization at a micro level has allowed us to move forward on several discussions bypassing hurdles.”